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Last year was dominated by the emergence of the Covid 19 pandemic, it
spread throughout the world with devastating effect, Leeds being no

exception. Many of our plans at the start of the year were put on hold as
our primary focus became supporting residents throughout this most

unusual time. To abide by the Government’s Covid restrictions, at times
we had to restrict services, closing reception, minimising repairs and

home visits as the intensity of lockdowns came and went but behind the
scenes we remained open ensuring our residents had the right advice,

support, essential repairs and often deliveries of hot meals to our frailest
of tenants. Throughout the year we saw a tremendous spirit within our

staff, our tenants, our volunteers and community groups to come together
to help each other in such a time of need, thank you all.

 
Lets all look forward to much brighter times to come.

Mark Grandfield, Chief Executive



Sheltered Housing
This past year made our Housing Support Team operate in a completely different
way that ensured tenant safety whilst also trying to keep spirits high, for a large part
of the year this meant minimising the door to door and face to face contact. 

In March 2020, within days of the pandemic beginning, our frailest tenants were
identified, contact was made with care companies and plans put in place should care
companies be unable to meet their demands due to staff sickness. 
We understood that the cleaning of our schemes would be a key element in fighting
the virus and swiftly ensured that all schemes with shared communal areas had
touch point cleaning twice a day 7 days a week.

Tenants were written to on a regular basis in order to ensure that all knew what the
Covid-19 rules were and what procedures we were putting in place to keep them
safe. Day to day contact moved from being face to face to over the telephone and
intercom systems to ensure that all tenants who requested a daily check on them
received one. This enabled interaction to continue whilst minimising the risk of the
virus taking hold. 

The winter was of course the most challenging time but with staff being able to
receive the vaccines in early January it meant that we were able to start seeing
tenants again face to face. Tenants were also keen to receive their vaccines and we
were delighted with the close to 100% take up of the vaccine. 
Whilst sadly we had a few cases of Covid-19 we have managed so far to keep the
virus from spreading within our buildings. 

Corporate Services
In July 2020 the Housing Ombudsman published a new Complaint Handling Code,
setting out good practice that allows landlords to respond to complaints effectively
and fairly. 

As a result, LJHA reviewed the existing Complaints Policy and made a number of
amendments, which are detailed on our website. A large part of the review was done
through consultation with resident groups and staff. 



Repairs and Maintenance
The Property Team have spent the year gaining strength by monitoring our responsive
service even better, proven by our average repair completion time decreasing by
nearly 2 days on average to 4.28 days. In addition, the percentage of repairs carried
out within their target times has also improved by over 1.5% to hit 98.45%. Relet times
have sadly increased from 11.37 to 20.37 days. This was predominantly due to
minimum lets during the Covid lockdown periods. We are still, however, well below the
national average for small housing providers. 

Development
As the rest of the world paused due to Covid 19, LJHA took the brave steps to
continue with its biggest ever development. Working closely with Equans the main
contractors together with following the ever changing Government guidance the
development on Queenshill Avenue commenced. The first stage of the development
was the demolition of the existing 22 homes as well as disconnection of services. By
the end of the year, the scheme was motoring, the construction of the development
could be seen above the white metal cladding surrounding the scheme. As we move
into next year the construction will continue with the aim of completing the build by
Spring 2022.

Thanks as ever must go to both those that had to move out of their homes to make
this happen together with those living in close proximity of the site for their patience
especially during lockdown whilst isolating in their homes.
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36,952 web views
145 new Facebook friends
262 'Likes' on LJHA Business Facebook page, with an additional 151 'Likes' for
posts on the Business page
803 'Likes' for posts on the LJHA 'person' Facebook page 
241 'Likes' for posts on the LJHA Tenant Community page 
16,093 Twitter post impressions 
46 residents who are part of, or expressed an interest in, one or more of the
engagement groups, comprising 24 from general needs, and 22 from sheltered.
Formation of 4 Hot Topic Groups 
Appointment of 12 Resident Ambassadors

Resident Engagement
In 2020-21, assisted by the appointment of a dedicated Community Engagement
Officer, LJHA dramatically increased its formal engagement with residents and the
wider community through social media and virtual/face-to-face meetings, the amount
of activity can be seen below:

In the course of the year, we also set up our Resident Consultative Group to help
steer the work of the Association, worked with the community to celebrate Jewish
festivals, and as part of ongoing engagement with Equans, our development partners
on the Queenshill Development, organised an 'Unsung Heroes Competition'. 
LJHA have joined the Scrutiny and Involvement Network, a national network of
housing associations. Resident communications have become more tailored to the
preferences of residents as a result of a communications survey. 

A Resident Engagement Action Plan has been devised, incorporating actions from the
Tenant Satisfaction Hot Topic Group, the Resident Consultative Group, and actions
arising from the last Tenant Involvement and Empowerment Standards self-
assessment.
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